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'WOODBRIDGE PRIORY SEAL.

bregg." The subject is the annunciation to the Virgin
by the angel Gabriel. On the scroll held by the angel are
the words Up =tiff.
Dugdale (Monastion,vol. 6, page 601, edit. 1846),
notices another Seal of this Priory, from a Chartulary
(Cotton MSS., British Museum, xxi, 44), dated 36 Henry
This Seal reads :—" S. COICVNE.CAPITITLI.ECCE. DE.
WODEBREG and represents the blessed Virgin, crowned,
"

seated ; in her right hand a lily, and on her left, the Divine
Infant in her lap.
Devices on seals are susceptible of great variety in their
designs, and serve in,some degree to attest the condition of
the art at the period when they were executed, and the
large number of figures represented, and sometimes worked
up into the small space they occupy,exhibit exquisite beauty
of execution and workmanship.
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NOTICE.
SINCEthe publication of Part 4; the former Secretary of

the Institute and late publisherof the Proceedings,Mr.
S. Tymms, F.S.A., has been removed by death ;. owing
to this' lamented occurrence,by which the Institute lost
its right hand, an unavoidable delay arose in passing
the current part, NO. 5, through the press. The Council
regret that a period of twelve months has thus beenlost ;
but meanwhile other valuablepapers have been promised.
A new part, No. 6, to formthe concludingpart of Vol.IV.,
and containing notices of the meetings, index, 'Sze.,will
be commencedat once. It is hoped, that •this will be
deliveredto the subscribersearly in -thenew year.
Members,who may not have already paid their subscriptions are requested to send them at their. earliest
' Convenienceto the Treasurer, E. M. Dewing, Esq., Bury
St: Edmund's:

